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Abstract. Automatic fruit and vegetable recognition from images is still
a very challenging task. In this work, we describe and analyze an efficient
and accurate fruit and vegetable recognition system based on fusing two
visual descriptors: Census Transform Histogram (CENTRIST) and Hue-
Saturation (HS) Histogram representation. Initially, background subtrac-
tion is applied to the fruit and vegetable images. CENTRIST and HS-
Histogram are extracted, as well as Color CENTRIST features for com-
parison purpose. Then, the feature vector is reduced through Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). In
the recognition process, K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) and Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifiers are employed. Experiments conducted on a
benchmark demonstrate that combining CENTRIST and HS-Histogram
representation reached high and competitive recognition accuracy rates
compared to other similar works in the literature.
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1 Introduction

The development of effective recognition systems has many practical applica-
tions, however, it is still a challenging task. One of the main problems remains
in determining whether or not the selected data contains representative and dis-
criminative information for the classes under consideration. A challenge is to
achieve comparable accuracy rates to human recognition.

Fruit and vegetable recognition methods can be applied to crop monitor-
ing, supermarket checkout systems, educational purposes, among others [1,5,9].
Accurate and efficient identification of different species of fruits and vegetables
is essential in supermarkets, which must invest time and money in training qual-
ified cashiers. Possible solutions to this problem include the use of price tags or
barcodes on each item of the products. When a price change is required, bar-
codes have the advantage of not having a fixed price encoded in the tag, such
that a scanner at the checkout line is employed to identify the price of each prod-
uct from a computer system. However, some strategies demand manpower and
material resources, or impose limited customer choices for selecting, packaging
and weighting their products.
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Several approaches have been proposed in the literature for fruit and veg-
etable recognition based on color, texture and shape features individually. Some
previous works based on only one feature have not met certain application
requirements, such as recognition accuracy rates. More recently, feature fusion
using texture, color and shape have been applied to fruit and vegetable recogni-
tion, achieving superior results [3,4].

A novel and effective automatic fruit and vegetable recognition methodology,
based on fusing CENTRIST features and a Hue-Saturation Histogram represen-
tation, is proposed and analyzed in this work. Initially, background subtraction is
performed on the images. Then, a set of features is extracted and fused. Finally,
fruit and vegetable species are recognized.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes
the Census Transform Histogram (CENTRIST) and Color CENTRIST. Section 3
presents the methodology proposed in this work, describing the preprocessing,
the feature extraction, the feature reduction and classification stage. Section 4
describes and discusses the experiments and results. Section 5 concludes the
paper with final remarks.

2 Background

Concepts related to the topic under investigation are briefly described in this
section.

2.1 CENTRIST

CENsus TRansform hISTogram (CENTRIST) [8] was originally proposed for
recognizing topological places and scene categories. This visual descriptor pro-
vides an accurate and stable performance on various scene images. Based on
Census Transform (CT), this operator is a holistic representation, which models
distribution of local structures. It is characterized for providing a high general-
ization for categorization, suppressing detailed textural information.

The descriptor compares the intensity value of a central pixel with its eight
neighboring pixels. If the central pixel intensity value is higher than or equal to
one of its neighboring pixels, bit 1 is set to the corresponding location, otherwise
bit 0 is set. The resulting 8 bits can be concatenated in any order, converting the
8-bit binary representation to a base-10 number, being the Census Transform
value (CT value) of the current central pixel. After computing a CT value for
each pixel, a histogram descriptor of CT values is constructed with 256 bins,
called CENTRIST.

2.2 Color CENTRIST

The Color CENTRIST [2] was introduced to embed color information into CEN-
TRIST framework. It has proven to improve recognition accuracy rates for color
scene categorization. This operator describes color information by working over
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the hue-saturation-value (HSV) color space, where the three channels are nor-
malized into the range of 0 to 255, requiring 8 bits to represent each channel. In
order to propose a comparable representation to CT values of CENTRIST, the
Color CENTRIST devises a framework for representing color information by 8
bits and different quantization for the three channels.

To represent hue, saturation and value components, 1, 2 and 5 bits are allo-
cated, respectively. The three channels are uniformly quantized. The hue axis
is divided into 21 = 2 ranges, i.e., [0, 127] and [128, 255]. The saturation axis is
divided into 22 = 4 ranges, i.e., [0, 63], [64, 127], [128, 191], [192, 255]. The value
axis is divided into 25 = 32 ranges, i.e., [0, 7], [8, 15], ..., [240, 247], and [248, 255].
The hue component for a pixel is transformed into a color index (base 10) by
ih = [h×21

256 ], then the resulting value is converted into a binary number through
1 bit. In a similar way, the color indices for saturation and value components
are represented by is = [ s×22

256 ] and iv = [v×25

256 ], then transformed into binary
numbers through 2 and 5 bits, respectively.

This operator gives the highest priority to value component. Hence, the color
indices (base 2) of a pixel are concatenated as (ivisih). Then, the binary stream
is converted into a base-10 system. Thereby, the CENTRIST operator is applied
over the resulting color indices (base 10), which generates a histogram descriptor
of CT values of length 256.

3 Methodology

The proposed methodology for fruit and vegetable recognition is composed of
four main stages: (i) preprocessing, (ii) feature extraction, (iii) feature reduction,
and (iv) classification. These steps are described as follows.

3.1 Preprocessing

The image preprocessing stage is crucial for the recognition task, whose main
purpose is to perform background subtraction [1]. Background subtraction is
basically used for segmenting out objects of interest in a scene. This preprocess-
ing procedure consists of the following six steps: (i) conversion of input image
into the HSV color space [7]; (ii) performing Sobel operator over saturation com-
ponent; (iii) filling small holes using closing morphological operator with a disk
structuring element; (iv) removing noise using median filtering; (v) finding a rec-
tangular mask to find an interest region; and (vi) cropping the interest region.
Figure 1 illustrates the stages in some samples of images.

3.2 Feature Extraction

Three types of features – CENTRIST [8], Color CENTRIST [2] and Hue-
Saturation Histogram – were extracted and some of them fused for fruit and
vegetable recognition.
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Fig. 1. (a) Original images from the Supermarket Produce data set [6]; (b) interest
region detection from (a); (c) cropped interest regions from (b).

The CENTRIST [8] features were extracted from the entire images, forming
a vector of length 256. This feature vector was normalized by dividing each
intensity level r by the total pixels n of the image, as follows

p(r) =
h(r)
n

(1)

where h(r) defines the occurrence frequency of each intensity level in the image,
and p(r) gives the probability of occurrence intensity. CENTRIST is able to
capture local structures of the image. Figure 2 shows a sample of a census trans-
formed fruit image.

Fig. 2. (a) Cropped image from the supermarket produce data set [6]; (b) census
transformed image from (a).
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In a similar way to CENTRIST feature extraction, we applied the Color
CENTRIST [2] operator over the entire image. The resulting feature vector was
normalized, forming a vector of 256. Figure 3 illustrates the process.

Fig. 3. (a) Cropped image from the supermarket produce data set; (b) HSV channels
from (a) transformed into color indices; (c) census transformed image from (b).

After transforming all images from the RGB to the HSV color space, we
performed several experiments over the different HSV channels and decided to
generate the Hue-Saturation Histogram. From both hue and saturation chan-
nels, we computed two histograms, resulting in a feature vector of length
512 (= 2 × 256). We also performed histogram normalization (Eq. 1).

3.3 Feature Reduction and Classification

Two techniques for feature reduction, Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), were sequentially used. Thereby, we
applied this procedure individually for each feature set. We then used K-Nearest
Neighbors (K-NN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers for comparing
the recognition rates.

4 Experimental Results

The proposed methodology was tested on the available Supermarket Produce
data set proposed in [6]. This data set contains 2633 images of 15 different fruit
and vegetable categories: Agata Potato (201), Asterix Potato (182), Cashew
(210), Diamond Peach (211), Fuji Apple (212), Granny-Smith Apple (155), Hon-
eydew Melon (145), Kiwi (171), Nectarine (247), Onion (75), Plum (264), Taiti
Lime (106), Watermelon (192), and Williams Pear (159).

The Supermarket Produce data set comprises illumination deviations
(Fig. 4), pose differences, variability in the number of elements and different
maturity degrees (Fig. 5). Furthermore, this data set contains elements packed
into plastic bags, creating reflections and shadows, as well as other occlusions,
such as hands and cropping elements (Fig. 6).

Initially, we randomly choose 80% of samples of each class for the training
set and the remaining 20% for the testing set. We set 20 different randomized
data collections to conduct experiments. Thus, we performed experiments using
CENTRIST, Color CENTRIST, HS-Histogram, and the fusion of CENTRIST
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Fig. 4. Different illumination deviations for Asterix Potato category.

Fig. 5. Distinct maturity degrees for Williams Pear category.

Fig. 6. Examples of occlusions. (a) cashew’s plastic repository; (b) hand presence; (c)
cropping Watermelon element.

with HS-Histogram, through six methods: K-NN, PCA+K-NN, PCA+LDA+K-
NN, SVM, PCA+SVM and PCA+LDA+SVM. The results are shown in Table 1,
whose values represent the fruit and vegetable recognition accuracy rates by
running 20 experiments with different data collections.

From our experiments, we can notice that the PCA+LDA approach achieves
better recognition accuracy than just using PCA. Moreover, we can observe
that the fruit and vegetable recognition using the fusion of CENTRIST and HS-
Histogram representation is much higher when compared to the other texture
and color representations, especially when is followed by SVM classifier. From
Table 1, it is possible to see that the CENTRIST representation works much

Table 1. Average accuracy, in percentage, using CENTRIST, Color CENTRIST, HS-
Histogram, and the fusion of CENTRIST with HS-Histogram, for the Supermarket
Produce [6] data set.

Recognition method CENTRIST (%) Color HS- CENTRIST+

CENTRIST (%) Histogram (%) HS-Histogram(%)

K-NN 79.58 69.90 88.12 92.40

PCA+K-NN 79.58 71.09 89.51 92.56

PCA+LDA+K-NN 85.96 76.04 90.50 96.60

SVM 86.18 74.85 90.50 97.23

PCA+SVM 89.15 78.02 91.29 94.47

PCA+LDA+SVM 90.64 80.20 91.89 95.96
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better than the Color CENTRIST representation, although the latter considers
further information, as color features. We can see that the accuracy using HS-
Histogram is slightly better than using a CENTRIST representation.

Table 2 shows the confusion matrix using the fusion of CENTRIST and HS-
Histogram features for SVM classifier. It is possible to observe that accuracy
rates up to 90% are achieved for each class. Furthermore, the results show that
the proposed approach is able to proper recognize the variety of fruit and veg-
etable species, for instance, Fuji Apple and Granny-Smith Apple, and Diamond
Peach and Nectarine.

Table 2. Confusion matrix using fusion of CENTRIST and HS-Histogram representa-
tion with SVM classifier for the Supermarket Produce data set.

Table 3. Comparison of average accuracy rates (%) for fruit and vegetable recognition.

Approach Strategy Accuracy (%)

Proposed CENTRIST and HS-Histogram
representation + SVM

97.23

Rocha et al. [6] Bagging Ensemble of Linear Discriminant
Analysis

97.00

Dubey et al. [3] Global Color Histogram and Local Binary
Patterns + SVM

93.84

Arivazhagan et al. [1] Minimum distance criterion 86.00

We compared our proposed method to others available in the literature.
Table 3 summarizes the comparison results on the Supermarket Produce data
set. We can see that the proposed approach, i.e., the fusion of CENTRIST
and HS-Histogram representation with SVM, obtains superior results. Table 3
is sorted in descending order by accuracy rate.
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5 Conclusions

In this work, experimental results have shown that the fusion of CENTRIST fea-
tures with HS-Histogram can achieve high accuracy rates for fruit and vegetable
recognition. Our method has also demonstrated to be robust due the presence
of different occlusions, for instance, shadows, plastic bags, cashier’s hand.

Despite the fact that the PCA and LDA approach did not provide a higher
accuracy rate when combining CENTRIST and HS-Histogram, this approach
allowed to reduce and select discriminative features, as well as increasing recog-
nition accuracy significantly when features were used individually. Furthermore,
computing CENTRIST and HS-Histogram features does not demand high com-
putational resources. The generation of the combined feature vector is a very
fast and efficient process, allowing fruit and vegetable recognition in real time.
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